HOT TUB WINTERIZATION
One day prior to your winterization appointment, the
customer is advised to apply Club Pro Whirlpool Rinse
to the water as this product effectively degreases and
removes harmful residue from the internal plumbing
system of your Hot Tub.

SPA START UP

1. Shut all power off to the Hot Tub

1. 12 hours before start up, we recommended soaking
your spa filters in Club Pro Cartridge Filter Cleaner.
This product removes grease, body oils, and scale
from spa filters that may have accumulated from
previous Hot Tub use

2. Remove all water and blow out lines

2. Unclip cover locks and open cover

3. Undo unions from jet pumps

3. Insert garden hose into filter down stem – if tub has
multiple filters ensure hose is inserted into grey down
stem tube, as this leads directly to the circulation
pump

4. Remove water from pump/pumps
5. Pour anti-freeze into pump heads
6. Re-install and tighten pump unions
7. Remove all filters and fittings if applicable
8. Wipe down shell and vacuum water remaining in
the Hot Tub

4. Turn on garden hose and continue to fill spa using
this method until water level is at operating level
5. Re-install filters
6. Turn breakers on and plug in Hot Tub

9. Pour full bottle of anti-freeze into filter down stem
and system

7. Cycle through jet settings to ensure everything is
operational

10. Add 1” of anti-freeze to foot well

8. Set water temperature and allow 24 - 48 hours for
water to heat

11. Prop up cover bi-fold hinge to allow air circulation
12. Once Pioneer has completed the Winterization of
your Hot Tub, we recommend applying Club Pro
Surface Cleaner and polish to the acrylic or fiberglass shell. This product is specifically formulated to
clean and polish the surface for added protection
Note: Please be aware that any moisture that
accumulates in the Hot Tub can cause a buildup of
mold or other forms of fungus on the shell. To
prevent this, open the cover and allow shell to dry
fully if moisture accumulates after winterization.

Note: The anti-freeze used during closing is safe to
swim with and does not need to be removed before
use.
If tub has been winterized for more than one season,
fill tub as instructed above and apply the Club Pro
Whirlpool Rinse to the water as this product effectively
degreases and removes harmful residue from the internal
plumbing system.

QUESTIONS?
WE CAN HELP!
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